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Innius® is a forerunner in Industrial IoT technology. Since
2016, users and manufacturers of industrial machinery have
been connecting their machines, making their factories smart
and reaping the cost benefits of improved productivity,
energy efficiency, quality and reduced waste.

After a fast, easy deployment, innius makes machine data
accessible via apps and dashboards, regardless of machine
brand. Data is also made actionable through alerts, tasks,
reports, social collaboration and the integration of Enterprise
Application data.

Machine builders can offer their machines as a service, which
they remotely monitor to learn how to increase performance
and predict when maintenance will be required.

Machine users can bring their existing factory up to smart
factory level. Predictive maintenance allows downtime to be
minimized. And by monitoring production lines, productivity,
quality, energy efficiency and waste reduction improvements
can be identified.

Increased productivity

Business value

Improved energy efficiency

Reduced wasteBetter quality

Smart maintenance
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Connecting to innius is easier than you think

A scale-up approach. Start with one machine and add more as 
and when you need. No complex IT integration project is required.

Not brand specific. innius can be used with all sorts of machines 
from various machine manufacturers.

Quickly connect new and old machines. Older machines can be 
connected to innius, allowing your entire existing factory to be 
retrofitted to the Industrial Internet of Things. And with the correct 
information to hand, a machine can be connected in as little as 90 
mins.

Ease of use. innius is easy to use, intuitive, and requires no 
training.

Accessible and actionable data. innius strives to make data 
accessible when and where it is needed. This includes integrating 
data from Enterprise applications, like ERP systems. We also 
ensure that it doesn’t simply remain data, but becomes actionable 
through alerts, tasks, reports, and social collaboration.

‘Connecting a machine to 
innius, went very well, because 
we could do it ourselves, 
quickly and easily’

Gerard van Gelderen,
Control Engineer at Itho Daalderop
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Increased productivity

Better quality

Improved energy efficiency

Reduced waste

Success story: Itho Daalderop
User type: Machine user

Location: Tiel, The Netherlands

Industry: Indoor climate control

Type of installation: Existing machinery

Innius approach:

Business results:

• Saved €200,000 by not having to replace an 

aging machine.

• Reduced downtime.

• Production target security.

Key facts

Smart maintenance

As a manufacturer based in the Netherlands, competing against cheap imports from the Far

East, Itho Daalderop works hard to keep costs low and competes by offering high quality

products. The management spotted the potential for Smart Manufacturing, enabled by

innius, as part of a wider quality guaranteeing and cost reducing strategy.

The factory’s rich history means that it contains a mix of new and older machinery. But by

using an Ewon Flexy modem, connecting to innius has been simple and cost effective. As

Kerst Algera, Director of Operations explains, “We’ve been able to take an existing factory

and bring it to the manufacturing 4.0 level.”

Production Manager, Richard van Gelder adds, “The data allows me to see how my process

is running, how the steps are going, what the working times are, what the Mean Time To

Repair might be and thus where bottlenecks, potential improvements are, and for the

Maintenance Engineers, the reliability can be monitored. They see, that a machine is going

to break, so we’re going to plan some preventative maintenance. And I want planned

maintenance, not ad hoc stoppages; because then my delivery reliability becomes insecure.”

Control Engineer, Gerard van Gelderen says, “The problems which we can see now, we see

earlier than the Production team, whereby we can react more quickly to breakdowns or the

breakdowns which are coming. We can see on the dashboard that a sensor or a value has

gone above a certain threshold, and from there we can respond. The advantage of that is

that you don’t need to constantly be at your workplace to stay up to date with how the

machine is running at that moment. By quickly getting insight about the machine, we can

reduce the Mean Time To Repair, and increase the Mean Time Between Failure. The

advantage of that is that the standstills have been reduced to almost zero.”

Increased productivity
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Increased productivity

Better quality

Improved energy efficiency

Reduced waste

Success story: Tronrud Engineering
User type: Machine builder

Location: Hønefoss, Norway

Industry: Packaging machinery builder

Type of installation: New machinery

Innius approach:

Business results:

• Reduced number of site visits.

• Part replacement before failure.

• More insight when advising machine users.

• Opportunities for new services.

Key facts

Tronrud has seen several trends and shifts in the market. Simply delivering a working

machine to customers is no longer enough. Head of Packaging Technology, Erik Hjertaas,

highlights another change, “a lot of organizations they actually don’t have all the capability

in-house to do advanced service and maintenance on their machines”. Instead they want

the machine manufacturer to provide these services. Consequently, machine

manufacturers become stakeholders with regards to the machine users’ production

efficiency and plant downtime.

Tronrud has dealt with this shift by adopting a more servitized business model. Key to this

has been the adoption of innius, to remotely provide real-time machine performance data,

and storing this for future use. This connects Tronrud’s machines to the Industrial Internet

of Things (IIoT). It enables the deeper analysis of performance data and real-time alerts.

innius further supports Tronrud’s strengths by enabling yet closer cooperation with

customers through in-app chat functionality and increasing staff understanding of how

customers actually use machines.

In practice, these features enable the business model to change because Tronrud’s

engineers can identify machine problems earlier, leading to condition-based maintenance

strategies. Specific parts in need of replacement can be identified more accurately, allowing

service engineers to take the correct part with them first time. Tronrud remains the parts

supplier by default, making this a stronger stream of revenue. And, the lessons learnt are

fed back into the design of new machines.

What this all adds up to, is happier customers, confident in Tronrud Engineering not only as

a supplier of quality machines, but also in its abilities as a service provider.

Smart maintenance
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Features

Agnostic connectivity An Ewon modem allows all sorts of brands of machines and PLCs to be quickly connected to innius, whether
new or existing installations.

Advanced security innius incorporates industry-best practices and standards for the integrity, security, and availability of data,
including strong access authorization functionality. In addition, it makes full use of the advanced security
protocols of Amazon Web Services.

APIs With APIs, innius can also receive data through automatic master data synchronization with back-end
systems such as PLM, ERP, or MMS.

Platform scalability As a cloud platform, there is no limit to the number of sensors, machines, and other industrial assets you can
connect to innius.

Admin app Machine configuration, user management, creation of API keys, control of the company profile and
relationships with other companies is all found in the admin-user-only Admin app.

Insight app Realtime monitoring, notifications, chat functions and drill-down analysis can all be found in Insight app,
browser based for desktop and tablet devices and available to download for Android and iOS devices.

Operations app Manual sensors, allow the input of data via the Operations app. This app is optimised for touch screen tablet
or mobile use alongside the production line. Ideal for tracking the reasons for short stop downtime and
registration of quality defects.

Reports The growing list of reports have been built to maximise business value from the machine data generated, and
to date includes: Batch report, Batch Details report, Downtime report, Location history report, Logistics data
report, OEE report, OEE Benchmarking report, Quality report and the Sensor comparison report.
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Features

Virtual sensors An extremely powerful feature of innius is virtual sensors. By means of a script, data from different sensors
can be processed and manipulated to generate data crafted to suit specific needs based on domain
expertise and business value.

KPIs innius supports Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE), Meantime Between Failure (MTBF), Meantime to
Repair (MTTR), Capacity Utilization (CU), and Energy Efficiency (EE) metrics out-of-the-box. These can be
monitored in real time or analysed over periods of time.

Shifts Configuring the standard work times of shifts enables production data to be broken down and compared per
shift or team.

Time based sensors Time based sensors produce data according to a predefined schedule. This can be used for example, if you
want to reference the price of peak and off-peak electricity.

Notifications Automatic notifications can be based on KPI targets, sensor rules, comments, tasks and other events. Sent via
the Insight app users are informed, whatever their device, allowing them to respond to emerging situations.

Comments and replies Collaboration between team members is supported with the ability to place comments and replies, including
in response to event messages.

Tasks Auto-generated tasks assigned to specific users, enable operators and maintenance teams take a data-driven
approach to work. They can respond more quickly and take ownership of arising machine and production
issues.

Documentation Attaching machine documentation and operator guidance to a machine’s digital profile makes it available in
the office or on the production line.
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Features

History and timelines innius keeps all machine data accessible in the Insight app for two years, and afterwards on request. This
enables drill-down analysis over an extensive period without the need of a separate data historian
application.

Location Assigning locations allows machines to be discovered in map view and their location history to be tracked
over time.

Dashboards Build customisable dashboards based on specific business needs. Include sensors, KPIs, images, video and
other panels.

Data ownership The innius customer remains the owner of all data generated. Innius will not share it.

Sharing data Admin users are in control of the establishing trusted relationships with other companies when needed. They
can choose which machines to share.
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